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Explicit Formulas for the Fourier Coefficients of J acobi and

Elliptic Modular Fornls

by

Nils-Peter Skoruppa

1. Introduction and Discussion. Fix a positive integer m and denote by S2,m and

S{m the space of holomorphic and skew-holomorphic Jacobi cusp fonns of weight 2 and

index m respectively. By definition these are the spaces of smooth functions 4>(r, z) in

two variables r, z E C, Im r > 0, which axe periodic in r and z respectively with period

1, which satisfy ifJ( -./ , ;)e-21rim 6T

2

= r 2 4>(r, z) if 4> is a holomorphic Jacobi fonn, and

4>(-;?,~)e-21rim~ = rlrlifJ(r,z) if 4> is skew-holomorphic, and the Fourier expansions of

which have the form

4>( r, z) =
~.TeZ

~==,.2 mod4m

(r = u + iv)

where the coefficients Cq'>(~, r) depend on r only modulo 2m and vanish for ~ ~ 0 if ifJ is

a holomorphic Jacobi form, and for ~ ::; 0 if 4> is skew-holomorphic.

FUrthermore, we consider integral quadratic polynomials [a, b, c]( x) = ax 2 + bx + c.

The group SL2 (Z) acts on these by [a, b, c] 0 (~~) (x) = [a, b, c] (~:~~) (,x + 8)2. For a

pair of integers ~, r with ~ == r 2 mod4m define

.c(~, r) := { [ma, b, c] la, b, c E Z, b2
- 4mac =.6., b =r mod 2m }.

This set is invariant under ro(m) = (m~~) n SL2 (Z). For a fundamental discriminant

~o which is a square modulo 4m we denote by X~o : {[ma, b, c]la, b, c E Z} ~ {O, ±1} the

generalized genus character introduced in [G-I(-Z], i.e.

X"'o ([ma, b, cD = { ~~o )
if .6.0 divides b2 - 4mac such that (b2 - 4mac) / .6. 0

is a square modulo 4m and gcd(a, b, c, ~o) = 1

otherwise.

Here n is any integer relative prime to .6..0 and represented by one of the quadratic forms

ml ax 2 +bxy +7112 cy2 with m = ml m2, ml, m2 > O. (lf gcd(a, b, c, .6.0 ) = 1 such n, ml, m2

exist, and if (b
2 -1: ac

) is a square modulo 4m the value (~) is independent of the special
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choices of n or mI, m2, cf. [G~I(-Z], Proposition 1.) Moreover, X.6. o is ro(m)-invariant.

Finally, for any integral [a, b, c] and any integer N =f 0 set

{

sign(a) if ac < 0
sign([a, b, c]) =

o otherwise,

and

-(;-D if c = 0, 0< a < N

eN([a,b,c]) =
+(~-D if a = 0, 0< c< N

0 otherwise.

Note that for each discriminant ~ there are only finitely many integral polynomials [a, b, c]

with b2 - 4ac = ß such that sign([a, b, cD or eN([a, b, cl) is different from O. Moreover,

sign([a, b, cD f:- 0 implies b2 - 4ac > 0, and cN([a, b, cD f:- 0 implies that b2
- 4ac is a

perfect square.

The aim of this paper is to state (and to prove) the following theorem.

Theorem. For A E SL2 (Z) and integers 6..0 , ro with ß o a fundamental discriminant,

ßo - r~ mod4m, define

.6.,r'ez
.6.0,.2 mod <lm

where

CA,.6.o,"o(ß,r) = I: X.6.o(Q) [sign(QoA)+cmJ .6.01(QoA)].
QE.c(~~o,rrO)

Then tP A,.6.0,"0 (T, z) defines a holomorphic Jacobi form in S2,m if ~o < 0, and a skew

holomorphic Jacobi form in S2,m if ßo > O. Moreover, any Jacobi fonn from S2,m or S2,m

is obtained 8S a linear combination of tbe functions tP A,.6.o,"o (T, z).

Note that the sum defining CA, ~ 0,"0 ( ~, r) is actually fini te since the expressions sign( Q 0 A)

and €ml~ol(Q 0 A) vamsh for almost all Q with given discriminant ß~o and that the tenn

€ m 1'-'- 0 J ( Q 0 A) always equals 0 tu1less ~ßo is a perfect square. Note also that rj; A, '-'-0,"0 ( T, z)

for fixed ~o, ro depends only on the coset of A in ro(m)\SL2 (Z), as is easily deduced

from the ro(m)-invariance of X,-,-o and L(~ßo,rro).

There are various intimate connections between Jacobi fonns and elliptic modular

forms so that, via these connections, the stated theorem can also be read as a theorem
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about elliptic modular forms. The deepest of such connections is given by the fact that

the Fourier coefficients of an elliptic modular form, say a cusp form on f 0 (m) of weight

two, and the values at the critical point of the twists of its L-series, 01' more generally its

periods, are given by the Fourier coefficients of a certain Jacobi fonn from S2,m 01' Si,m

which is naturally attached to it.

To state it more precisely, there is, for each pair of integers ß o, ro with r6 =ß o mod 4m

and ßo being a fundamental discriminant, a lifting map St!l.o,ro which associates to a Jacobi

form 4> from S2,m 01' Si,rn with Fourier coefficients C",(ß, r) an elliptic modular fonn with

1-th Fourier coefficient L:al' (~ ) C'" ( ß o (~) 2 ,r0 ~). These maps are Hecke-equivariant,

their images are all contained in a natural subspace M2(m) of the space of all elliptic

modular forms of weight 2 on fo(rn), big enough to contain all newforms of level m,

and, what is the essential part, there exist linear combinations of such maps which define

isomorphisms of S2,m EBS2,rn with M2(m) (cf. [S-Z],[SJ). Thus for each A E SL2(Z), each

ßo, ßl, ro, rl with ßo, ßI fundamental and r6 =ßo mod4m, ri =ß I mod4m we may

form the series

(with t varying in the Poincare upper half plane 11.). This senes then always defines an

elliptic modular fonn on fo(m) of weight 2 (up to the addition of a constant if ßo = 1

which can be read off from the Corollary in section 2 and is due to the fact that certain

cusp forms in S2,m lift to Eisenstein senes). Moreover any new-form on f o( m) of weight

2 is a linear combination of such series. (The precise span of these senes is the space of

eusp forms in M 2 ( rn) plus certain Eisenstein senes coming from the (non-holomorphic)

Eisenstein series E2 of weight two on SL2 (Z).)

H I(t) = L: a(1) e21rilt is a new-cusp-Hecke eigen-form, L(/, 8) = L:~ its L-series,

4> the unique Jacobi eusp form in S2,m 01' S2,rn eorresponding to it via the lifting maps

Sl::J.o,ro with coefficients C",(ß, r) then, by eonsidering the adjoint maps of the St!l.o,ro (with

respect to Petersson scalar products), it was proved in [G-I(-Z] that

Here L(/, ß, 8) = L: (~) al~) is the twisted L-series of I. (The symbols (,1,) denote

suitably normalized Petersson sealar produets the definition of whieh for Jacobi farms
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will be recalled in section 2, and ~ is assumed to be fundamental and relatively prime

to m). This was proved for holomorphic Jacobi forms only but, without doubt, will be

true for skew-holomorphic ones two. (One can copy the proof given in [G-K-Z], using

the Proposition and its Corollary in section 2 of this paper to derive the corresponding

result for skew-holomorphic forms.) Thus the stated Theorem can then be used to produce

'Tunnel-like' theorems in an algorithmic way, i.e. it can be used to describe explicitly a

computable (recursive) function of fundamental discriminants (namely, the left hand side

of the cited equation) wmch gives the values of all L(/,~, 1) up to a non-zero constant

independent of ~.

As an illustration of the theorem we consider the simplest non-trivial case, i.e. the case

m=l1. The space of modular forms of weight 2 on r o(ll) is spanned by the Eisenstein

senes E(t) = E2 (t) - l1E2(11t) with E2(t) = "21 + 81rlm t + L:'~1 (L:dIlZ) e21rilt and

the cusp form S(t) = 17(t)2 17(11t)2 where 7](t) = eW On>1 (1 - e21rint). The space Si 11- .
contains the 'trivial' cusp form

~ 21ri (r"T+ (r-2~·)2 iv+( r+118)..t)
T(r, z):= LJ (r - 11s)e

r,,,ez

whieh satisfies 8 1 ,1 (T) = E, as can easily be checked. The set r 0 (11) \ S L 2 (Z) is indexed

by elements of P1(Z/11Z) via d H r o(ll) (~ d~ )for d E Z/llZ and with d' denoting any

integer from the residue dass d, and 00 H r o(11). For P E P1(Z/IIZ) set <pp = <P A ,l>l (A

any matrix corresponding to P). Now a short calculation shows <Po = <Poo = 0, <Pa = 4>-a
for all a, and

Computing the first few coefficients of 8 1 ,1 (cP3) shows that they coincide \vith those of

~(S(t) + t1 ~(t)). Thus, by the theory quoted above, 8 1,1(54)3 + 3<P5) must be equal to

Set), and tms then yields funny fonnulas for the Fourier coefficients of Set) and the values

L(S,~, 1). The first few coefficients C(~, r) of 5<P3 + 3</>5 are

~ 1 4 5 9 12 16 20 25 33 36 37 44 45 48 49 53 56 60

C(~,rd) 1 -3 5 -2 5 4 5 0 0 6 5 0 0 10 -3 10 -10 -5

(For each ~ the symbol r A denotes that solution of r 2 - ~mod 44 which satisfies

0::; r ::; 11).
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The idea for the proof of the theorem is roughly as follows. Any elliptic cusp fonn

on ro(m) of weight 2, considered as a holomorphic differential on the compactification of

r 0 ( m) \ 1{, is detennined by its periods. As paths in the upper half plane for computing

the periods one may restriet to hyperbolic lines which connect 0 and rational numbers

equivalent to 0 modulo r o(m). By the so-called 'Manin trick' one can even restriet oneself

to consider path integrals of the fonn J:doo
where A runs through a set of representatives

of ro(m)\SL2(Z) (cf. [MD. On the other hand side there are the lifting maps S6.o,ro

from Jacobi fonns to elliptic modular forms. Let KLlo,ro( T, z; t) be the corresponding

holomorphic kernel function with respect to the Petersson scalar product. Since a linear

combination of the SLlo,ro is an injection it is then clear that all the the Jacobi fonDS

(KAo,roCr, Zj ')1/) together generate 5 2 ,rn and Bi,m (I ru.ns through the set of cusp forms

on ro(m)). By the above any such scalar product can be written as a linear combination

of path integrals f:oiOO
KLlo,ro( T, z; t)dt. Hence all these path integrals together generate

S2,m and Si,m . Thus, if we have explicit formulas for the kernel functions and if we can

carry out explicitly the integration along paths joining AG and Aioo , then we can prove

a theorem like the one stated here. (It must be added that these scetched arguments are

not literally true since certain Jacobi fonns in Si m lift to Eisenstein series so that, for,
instance, some of the above path integrals are not apriori defined.)

For the case of holomorphic J acobi forms the kerneis K"-0, ro have been constructed

explicitly in [G-I(-Z]. However, we do not take these kerneis to deduce the Theorem but

instead we take certain non-holomorphic kernel functions. These anse as special cases when

one tries to construct Jacobi theta functions associated to indefinite quadratic forms. This

construction can be done and one arrives at the exact pendant in the theory of Jacobi

forms of the theta kerneis which one uses in the theory of dual reductive pairs (cf. [S2]).

The reason for considering such theta kerneis instead of the holomorphic KAo,ro is as

follo\vs. First of all, if one looks at the fonnula for JCAo,ro as given in [G-I<-ZJ then it seems

that the explicit computation of the integrals of Ke:,.o,ro along the paths from AG and Aioo

involves some delicate convergence problems (which can perhaps be settled). FUrthermore ,

we would like to treat the case of skew-holomorphic forms as weIl but corresponding results

as for holomorphic Jacobi farms are not yet available in the literature. Now, apart from

the fact that the above mentioned theta kerneis acid a new aspect to the theory of Jacobi

forms (though not very surprising), they allow, and that is the main point, to give a

reasonable short proof from scratch of the theorem, a proof which at the same time includes
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holomorphic as weH as skew-holomorphic Jacobi forms. Finally, the investigation of these

theta kernels as weH as the computation of the corresponding path integrals exhibits, to

our opinion, some amusing aspects (if one likes such computations).

There remain two points to be mentioned with respect to the proof. The minor

one is that we shall not really consider the integrals J:oilXl
of the theta kernels but the

symetrization J:~1Xl+ J~:~1Xl (for L.\o < 0) or the antisymetrization J:~oo - J~:;1Xl (for

~o > 0), both taken, so to speak, in the sense of the Cauchy Hauptwert (to be precise,

we consider J~OO([A]· ± [gAgt) where [At is the puHback operation on differentials of

the isomorphism [A] on the upper half plane induced by A and g denotes the diagonal

matrix wi th -1 and 1 in the diagonal). The reason for this is that the first integrals would

not exist in general since the theta kernels involve contributions which come from elliptic

Eisenstein series. However, to consider these symetrized or antisymetrized versions makes

perfect sense. The mappings which associate to an eHiptic cusp form its path integrals

JAilXl f-Aioo JAioo f- AilXl . 1 b h" . I b h hAO + -AO or AO - -AO respectlve y are ot InJecbve. t can e s own t at

they define interesting rational structures on the space of modular forms of weight 2 on

r o(m ). These rational structures are the natural generalizations to weight 2 forms on

ro(m) of those rational structures considered in [I(-Z], and they will be investigated (for

arbitrary weight) in a forthcoming paper of J.Antoniadis.

A more severe point is that the proof of the theorem is not completely independent of

the literature. We have to cite the fact that the intersection of the kernels of 811 the S.t:J.o,ro

equals 0, or, what sounds less complicated, that for any nonzero Jacobi form there is at

least one non-zero Fourier coefficient C(t:::..üf2, rol) with some integer 1and fundamental L.\o

such that r6 == ~o mod 4m. This seems to be a fairly deep fact. Hs proof depends on a

trace formula for Jacobi forms and was given in [8-Z] for holomorphic Jacobi forms. A

corresponding proof for the case of skew-holomorphic Jacobi forms is not yet available in

the published literature and will be given in [8]. The suspicious reader may thus divide the

stated theorem into two, one, unchanged but valid only for holomorphic Jacobi forms, and

a second one for skew-holomorphic Jacobi fonns, but which must then be stated in the

weaker fonn that the span of the 4> A, ß 0, ro ( T, z) is the orthogonal complement in S;'m wi th

respect to the Petersson scalar product of the intersection of the kernels of the S.t:J. o ,ro •

This is what we shall actu81ly prove (d. the end of section 2). It is perhaps worthwhile to

mention that one could possibly circumvent this problem by considering more general theta

kernels which would yield lifting maps Sf:1o,ro associated to arbitrary (i.e. not necessarily
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fundamental) discrirninants .6.0 . Trus would mean to generalize the equation (3) in section

3, or, to say it in other tenns, to study how many and what SL2 (Z) -invariant vectors are

contained in the Weil-representation associated to a certain finite quadratic module the

definition of which can be read off from the cited identity. However, we did not pursue

this here.

A theorem of similar type as the above was proved by Kohnen and Zagier in [1(

Z] (in the quoted article it appears more as an incidental remark than as a theorem;

10c.cit.,p.236). They show that for each k any modular fonn on ro(4) of weight k + !
from the I(ohnen-plus space can be written as a linear combination of certain explicitly

given functions which themselves are not modular functions but look very much like theta

series with spherical polynomials associated to the indefinite ternary form b2
- 4ac. Their

proof is based on the fact that the coefficients of a I(ohnen-plus space Hecke-eigenfonn are

essentially given by the periods of the (via Shimura Eft) associated modular form of level 1

and even weight around closed geodesics, and on an identity expressing such cycle integrals

explicitly as linear combination of what are usually called the periods of trus associated

form (i.e. the values at the integer points in the critical strip of the L-series of trus form;

loc.cit.Theorem 7). Although it is not this procedure that we try to carry over to Jacobi

forms to derive the stated theorem it probably could be done (and, as should be added,

the quoted article stimulated us very much to meditate on such a theorem). The formulas

given above for the Fourier coefficients of weight 2 modular fonns on ro(m) should also

be very closely related to the formulas given in [M] for the Fourier coefficients of Hecke

eigenfonns. It may be worthwhile to make this connection explicit.

Finally, it should be possible to generalize the theorem to the case of higher weight.

The corresponding theta kerneis are easily constructed and on the other hand side the

Eichler-Shimura isomorphism will play a röle. Since we did not want to gain overweight

by tao many technical considerations, we did not try to fulfill this program here, and we

shall publish the corresponding computations elsewhere.

2. Proof. As in the theorem, fix a fundamental discriminant .6.0 and an integer ro such

that .6.0 _ r5 mod 4m. Set

(1) {) A (T, Zj t) :=
"'0."0
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o

where

and (j = sign(6 0 ). Here

T = U + iv, t = ( + i1J E 11., z E C

(11.=Poincare-upper half plane of complex numbers with positive imaginary part) and we

use the notation

[a:b;c](t) := altl 2 + b~ + c .

Taking absolute values and writing [a, b, c] for Q and (b2 - 4ac)/60 for 6 we see that the

series defining {) 6 Q,rQ (T, Zj t) is dominated by

(2)
1

V]'

r,<'I,b,eEZ, mla
bllrrQ mod <Im

e -21ri (~v+rIm (r») Ix (Q) 11at2 + bt + Cl e ~ir:;i3QI F" (a,b,c)
.0.0 7]2

where Fl1 ( a, b, C) = (b2 - 4ac) + ~(alti2 + be + C)2. Since it is easily checked that, for

fixed t, the quadratic form Fl1 (a, b, c) is positive definite, we deduce that the senes in (1) is

normally convergent, i.e. unifonnly convergent on compact subsets in the (T, Zj t)-domain,

and defines a smooth function in T, z, t . Moreover {) 6Q,rQ (T, Zj t) is obviously periodic in

T and z with period 1, and it can be checked by a tedious hut routine application of the

Poisson summation formula that {) 60,ro (T, z; t) transforms like a Jacobi form of weight 2

and index m under T ~ ~l, Z ~ ~, like a holomorphic one for negative .6. 0 , and like

a skew-holomorphic one for positive .6.0 , However, this also follows from the Proposition

below and we skip this computation.

Fix a matrix A E SL2 (Z) and define

(3) </>(T,Z):= [00 (t9" o,.o(T,z;At)d(At) - sign(~o)t9"o,.o(T,Z;gAgt)d(gAgt)).

Here At = ~~1~ for A = (~~), thus d(At) = (1'T~6)2' and g denotes the matrix (~l ~),

thus gAg = (~1' -/). The integral has to be taken along the !ine t = i1J with 7] ranging

from 0 to 00. We shall see below that the integral converges absolutely. Thus 4>(T, z) is

weIl defined and, of course, it inherits from 19 60,ro (T, z; t) the periodicity in T, Z and the

invariance property with respect to T ~ ~l, Z ~ ~ . Thus, it will be a Jacobi form if it
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has the correct Fourier development. Indeed, we shall show next that ~(T, z) has a Fourier

development whieh coincides 1 uP to a non-zero eonstant, with that of <PA) i:t.o,"O (T, z) as giyen

in the theorem. This will then prove part of the theorem, namely that <P A,i:t.O,"O (T, z) is a

Jacobi form.

To eompute <p(T, z) we first of all rewrite the integrand. Using the easily checked

identities

(4)

we can write

Q(At) (- 8)-2 _ Q 0 A(t)
(hnAt)2,t+ - (Imt)2 '

Q(At) Q-;-A(t)
-

ImAt Imt

Cv(~, r; t) := Cv(~, r; At)(,i+ 8)-2 + Cv(~, ri gAgt)(-,t + 8)-2

= v~ { L X".(Q) Q °lJ~(t) e_>.~~.)2
QE..c(~~o,rro)

. L Q 0 gAg(t) ->. q-;;Aj(t)4 }
-Slgn(ßO) Xi:t. (Q) 2 e rj ,

o 1]
QE..c(~~o,rro)

where we put A = miXol' Replace Q by -Q 0 9 in the second sumo Since [a, b, c] 0 9 =
[a, -b, c] we find that Xi:t.o (-Q 0 g) = sign(~o)xi:t.o (Q) and that , for t = i1] and Q 0 A =:

[a, b,cJ, one has QoA(t)+Qog2 Ag(t) = 2 (-a1]2 +c) and Q ;;ZAget) = Q-;-A(t) = a1]2+c.

Thus

...... 2v
i '"'"' ( c) >.( ",,)4Cv(ß,r;t) = ry Lt Xi:t.o([a,b,cJ 0 A-1

) -a1] +;; e- a11+ 11 •

[a,bJc] E..c(~~o,rro)oA

Take here now a typical term with ae #- 0 and set 1] = ~e6. Then

f(X) (-a7} + ~) e->'( a11+*)4 dry = _Sign(a)~j+(X) e->.lac lc(9)4 dc(B)
10 Tl Tl -(X)

where c(B) = 2 eosh( B) if ae > 0 and c( B) = 2 sinh( B) if ae < O. Thus the lat

ter integral vanishes for ac > 0 (since then the integrand is odd) and otherwise equals

-sign(a)~J~: e->'jac lz
4
dx = -sign(a)Jml~ol.

To handle tenns with ae = 0 we rewrite the contribution to Cv(ß, Ti t) resulting from

these terms aB
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where

ZlEZ
lEIlla mod rnl401

and where we used that X
40

([a, b, c) 0 A -1) depends on a only modulo m Ißo I. Now by a

standard computation

. {oe 1~ (( a) ( -a))Jo (Ja(1J)d1J=2V~ ( O'ml~ol -( O'ml~ol

where

((s,u) = L
=>0

2l:ciiumodZ

1

is the Hurwitz zeta-function, i.e. ((0, u) = ! - u for 0 < u~ 1. The integral Jooo
Bc(*)~d1J

is treated in exactly the same way after substituting 7J 1--+ !.
t]

Thus using the notation introduced for the statement of the theorem and disregarding

for the moment the question of whether interchanging of integration and summation for

the computation of <p(r, z) is allowed or not (in fact, it is) we may summarize as:

1 C.U..rjnMin = 2i)m Ln! x (Lu-tL wc cm of j.

Eut theu, replacing the coefficients Cv(~, r; t) in the defining equation (1) of 19 40,"0 (T, z; t)

by the integrals JoooCv(~,rj7J)d(i1J) in order to obtain <p(T,Z), we deduce <p(T,Z) =
2i Jm I~o 14>Ä, 4 0,"0 ( T, z). (When doing this replacement note that one can at the same

time replace the cr~ in (1) by I~I since Jooo
Cv(~, r; 1J)d(iTl), Le. the ~,r-th coefficient of

4> A,40,"0 (T, z), vanishes for ~ negative or positive accordingliy as ßo i8 positive or negative.)

To complete the proof of the first part of the theorem, i.e. that <p Ä 4 (T, z) is a
, 0,"0

cusp form, it remains to show that for any r with r 2 =0 mod 4m the 0, r-th coefficient of

4> A. 4 (r, z) vanishes, i.e. that
, 0,"0

0<a< rn I401
[a, 0, OlE C(0, ""O)OÄ

0<e< rn I401
(0,0, e]E C(O, ....0)0 A
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But this can be checked by a standard computation. (In fact, by the Dirichlet dass number

formula each side equals -h'(.6.o) if .6.0 < 0 and rro - Omod2m, and 0 otherwise, where

h' (.6.0 ) denotes the dass number of Q(~) for .6.0 < -4, and h' (-3) = ~, h' (-4) = ~.)

This completes the proof that rP A .6 ,. (T, z) is a Jacobi cusp fonn apart from some
, 0, 0

estimates which seem to be indispensable now. So assume first of all that ae i= O. Then

one has

e2Aac [" l-a7) + ~I e-+'+~)' ~7) =~100

17) ± ~I e-J.lacl(.'+~) ~7)

=2~ ["" 17) ± ~I e-Alacl (.'+;;\) ~7) ~ 2~100

27)e-J.1a*' d7)

_ 2 e->.Iacl
A~

(the first equality is obtained by setting 1] 1-+ ~1], the second one by observing that the

differential under the integral is invariant by 1] 1-4 ~, the inequality by a crude estimate.)

FUrthermore

(set 1] 1---+ xi 1] in the first integral), and the latter integral is bounded by a constant 1

independent of a. Now

L= liJ"0.'0 (T, z; At)d(At) - sign(Öo)iJ"0"0 (T, z; 9Agt)d(gAgt) I

~ 2v1 L e-21f(~ v+rlm (z») { L e-1f (~~Il:l) v [CQ I-ary + ~ Ie-Jnfför(a'1+~)2 d1]
rEZ Cl,b,cEZ 10 1] 1]

ClC'jl!:O .

+ a,cm~mlaol ([" IOa(7)ld7) + ["" IOc(7)ld7)) }

where we wrote (b2
- 4ae) /.6.0 for .6. in the definition of {) .6 0, "0 ( T, z; t) and where we have

eventually enlargecl by summing over all a, b, c E Z. Thus, since by the given estimates

for the integrals the right hand side is clearly convergent, we have justified the above

computati<?n of rP A,4
0

, .. 0 (T, z). Note that we have also proved

(5)

1i

= liJ"0.'0 (T, z; At)d(At) - sign(Öo)iJ"0,'0 (T, z; gAgt )d(gAgt)I e-211"mlm (z)' Iv = 0(1)
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for v -4 00 where the O-constant is independent of u and z.

To prove the converse, i.e. that the 4>A.,~o,ro(r, z) span S2,m and S;,m we have

to introduce the Petersson scalar product. Let 4>(r, z) be any Jacobi cusp form from

S2,m or Si,m , and let ?/J(r, z) be any, say srnooth, function on 'H x C such that

?/J(r, z )e-21rmIm (.:)2 Iv = O(v k ) for v ---7 00 with sorne k and an O-constant wmch is in-

dependent of u and z. Then the Petersson scalar product (4)I1/') of 1>(r, z) and ?/J(r, z) is

defined by

Here, with respect to u and v, the integral has to be taken over the standard fundamental

domain :F for 1i modulo SL2 (Z) , Le. :F = {r E 1-l1- ~ ::; u ::; ~, Irl ~ I}, and the integral

is absolutely convergent since for a cusp form ifJ( T, z) the expression 4>( r, z )e-2rrmlm (z)2 Iv

is exponentially decreasing uniformly in u and z for v -+ 00. In particular, this defines a

non-degenerate scalar product on the finite dimensional spaces S2,m and S2,m . In the next

section we shall need a more conceptional way to look at the Petersson scalar product.

To explain this denote by 3(Z) = SL2 (Z) cx: Z2 the Jacobi-group over Z, Le. the

set of all pairs A[A, {L] (A E SL2 (Z) and A, {L E Z) equipped with the multiplication

A[.x, {L] • A' [A', {L'] = AA' [( A, {L )A' +(A, /L)]. The J acobi group acts on 1i x C by 1 . (T, z) =

(~~t~, Z~;~!Jt) (for 1 = (~~) [A, /Ln and on functions </>(r, z) by

( (

0. ß)) e-2rrim~ (ar + ß z )
4>1 ,0 (7, z) = (,r +0)2 4> ,7 +0 ' ,7 + 0

and

and also by

~

( ( ß)) -21rim.,r+6 (+ ß )cjJ 1* 0. = e ., r 4> ar z
, 0 (r, z) (,.7 + 0)1,7 + 01 ,r + 0' ,r + 8

and cjJl* [A, jl] = 4>1["\, {L]. It is easily checked that a holomorpic or skew-holomorphic Ja

cobi form 4> (of weight 2 and index m) satisfies 4>1 1 = 4> or 4>1"'Y = 4> respectively

for all Y E 3(Z). H cP(r, z) and ?/J(r, z) are as above and if ?/J(T, z) additionally sat

isfies the same transformation law with respect to 3 (Z) as cP( r, z) then the expression

12



cjJ(T, Z)1/;(T, z)e-41rmy2jvv2 (Z = x + iy) is invariant by replacing (T,Z) by i· (T,Z) for all

Y E J(Z). Moreover

(cPl1/;) = j cjJ( T, Z)1/;(T, z)e-41rmy2 Iv v2dV,
.1(Z)\1t xC

where dV = dud~~xdY is the J(Z)-invariant' volume element on H x C and the integral has

to be taken over any fundamental domain of H x C modulo :feZ).

Take now if;(T, z) from the orthogonal complement of the span of the t/>A.,.6.o,ro (r, z) in

32,m and S2,m . Thus

(6)

for all A, ßo, ro. We have to prove that (6) implies t/> =O. To interpret (6) note that

{} "'o,ro (r, z; t) as a function of t, for fixed r and z behaves like an element from M 2(rO(m»,

the space of ellipt ic modular forms on r °(m) of weight 2. Indeed, the transformation

law {) "'o,ro (r, z; ~~~1)Ci'T + 8)-2 = t9 "'o,ro (r, z; t) for all (~~) E fo(m) is immediately

clear from the definition of t9 "'o,ro (r, z; t) using (4) and the invariance of the ,C(ß, r) and

X"'o under ro(m). This transformation law with respect to ro(m) is then also fulfilled by

I (t) := (t/> I{) '" 0, r 0 ( " .; t»). Here, of course, we have to check that the Petersson scalar product

is defineod, i.e. that {) "'o,ro (T, z; t) as a function in T, z satisfies the correct boundedness

condition. But this follows easily from (2) which even shows that {} "'o,ro (T, Zj t) e-21rmy2 Iv

cau be bounded by a polynomial in v and 7] which does not depend on u, z,~. Thus, for

any cusp form t/>, the function I (t) is smooth on H and can be bounded by a polynomial

in 1] independently of~. V\Te shall even show below that I(t) is an element of M 2(rO(m».

Using (5) to justify interchanging of integrals we may rewrite (6) as

(7) loo ((,plI?"'0,'0 (', '; At)}d(At) - sign(ßo)( ,plI?"'0,'0 (-, '; gAgt)}d(gAgt)) = 0

and this is then a statement about modular forms. We apply the following Lemma.

Lemlna. Let f(t) be a modular fonn from M2(rO(m), let € E {±1}. Assurne tbat for

each A E SL2(Z) the integral

loo (f(At)d(At) + ef(gAgt)d(gAgt)),

taken along the path t = i7], 7] E R, is absolutely convergent and equal to O. Then J(t) is

identically O.

This Lemma is probably known to the specialists, but for the sake of completeness we

give the short proof in Section 4.
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Applying this Lemma we deduce from (7) that (4)119 ~o, ..o (.,.; t)) = °for all A, 6.0 , ro.

To investigate trus we need the following Proposition.

Proposition. For T, t E 'H, z E C, T = U + iv, t = ~ + i7J define

a
B(T,Z,t) = at

Tben one has

Here A runs througb a set of representatives A = (~~) for (~ ~) \SL2 (Z) and for each

such A the e:>.:pression (,7+0)( equals (,7+0)2 for negative ~o, and it equals (,7+0)1,7+01
for positive ~o. Moreover, c = i for ~o < 0, c = 1 for .6.0 > 0, and (~) = 1 if .6.0 = 1

and (~) = °otherwise.

We shall prove the proposition in the next section. Note that the given formula for

{) A (r, Zj t) mayaiso be written as
.... 0, "0

{) A (r, z; t)
"'0,"0

with
,( .. 2_.0. ..2+1.0.1. )2rrl -:rm-U+---:r;n--lv+rz , . ,..m 2

K, (7 Z· t) = e m e2rrlslgn(.6) ee-~
.o.,r , ,

and
'"""' 2rri (rllT+ ,r-2m.)::! iv+(r+ms)z)

T(7, Z) = Lt (r - ms) e m •

r,lIEZ

Here 1 runs through a complete set of representatives for .:J(Z)oo\.:J(Z) (with .:J(Z)oo =
[0, Z] (~ ~)) and '1)(' stands for the action 'I' or 'I'" accordingly as ~o is negative or

positive. This action refers to the first pair of variables, of course. A simple consequence

of this formula is then

14



Corollary. Let 4>( r, z) be a Jacobi cusp form from Sz,m or S;,m with Fourier coefflcients

C4'(.6, r). Then {cI>lt9 60,"0 (".; t)) is a modular form oE weight 2 on r o(m) witb Fourier

expanSlon

Ftom the Carallary (proaf in the next seetion) we now obtain that aur 4>(r, z), i.e.

any cl> ( r, z) whieh is orthogonal to the span of the t9 6 0," 0 ( T, z; t), must neeessarily satisfy

C4'(.60 /2 , ro/) = 0 for all I ~ 1 and al1 fundamental discriminants .60 and all ro such that

.60 = r6 mod 4m, or, eqivalently, that it must necessarily lie in the interseetion of the

kerneIs of all the lifting maps cI>(r, z) ~ (4)It9 6 .. (".; t)). Eut this implies 4> - O. For
0, 0

holomarphie Jacobi farms this was proved in [S-Z](Theorem 3), for skew-holomorphic ones

this will be proved in [8]. This completes the proof of the theorem.

3. Proof of the Proposition and its Corollary. Summing over Q = [a, b, c] and

replacing the discriminants .ö by (b2 - 4mac) / l:i.o in the definition of 19 60," 0 ( r, z; t) we ean

write

where

v 1
19 6 .. (r,z;t) =-2

0, 0 1]
r,a,!I,cEZ

b:a .... O mod 1m

!r,t(r, a, b) =
eEZ

.. :3 60 liiI b2 - 4moc mod 4ml.o. 0 1

21ri( ae u-~iv)e '3Q I~ol X

To !r,t(r, a, b), the sum QVer C, we now apply the Poisson summation formula. Thus we

write

!r,t(r, a, b) =~V>r,a,b(d) 9 C;ol)
where

e mod 1601
.. 2 .o.oab1 - 4moe mod 4ml60 I

2 rri cd

X.o.
o
([ma, b, cD e f;iQl

and

j
+ClO 21ri cd' c

g(d) = _ClO e - TAOT (mat2 + bt + c) e

15



Here we used that X~o ([ma, b, cD depends on cooly modulo Jßol. Furthermore we use

Now, by a simple computation

T = { =-T

if ßo < 0

if Ö-o > 0

for (a, d) f. 0, and
1

g(d) = i (ml~ol) ~ 7] 2b

for (a,d) = 0. For (a,d) f. °let I be the greatest cornmon divisor of a,d, set I = all, S =
dll and choose any matrix A in SL2 (Z) such that A = (~~). Then we can write

Inserting trus into the formula for Ir,t(r, a, b) and then summing in the resulting formula

for 19~o,"o (T, z; t) over I ~ 1 and a complete set of representatives A for (~7) \SL2(Z)

instead of a, dEZ we obtain

JmJÖ-ol 8
{)~ (T,z;t) = 2 -8I c.p(T, z,O;O,O)

0,"0 1l" Z

vmlßoli 2: 2: 1 8 2 . I c2~ m1
2
,2

+ _ e 7t'lm ilO.~ {() (T Z .t .!i:I..!±!l·I'"'1 18) e -7t' I~ollm Ai'"
1l" 1( f+8) at T "~~, I' .

A 1~1 I

Here for auy a, dEZ and any Zl E C

c.p(T, Z, Zlj a, d) =
.. ,bEZ

ba ....o mod 2m

We shall prove in a moment that

2 . I c2 .!..U.!.±!l
e 1nm'"f.. ~c.p(T,z,~~;I"lc5)

(1)

• 1 *2

e-21l'"lm ./r+61
(' Z l~ )

= ,c.p AT, '-1-1;0,1 .
[('"f'r+6')(iT+6)] (,,'r + <5

/
) .6.0
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Here on the right hand side that squareroot has to be taken which is positive or has positive

imaginary part. Moreover A' = (~ ~:) equals A if ~o is negative and it equals (~I -t)
if ~o is positive. Now

if r 2 ~o =b2 mod 4m l~o I and = 0 otherwise. So assume r 2~o =b2 mod 4mI~o I. Then

~olb2, thus X40([0,b,c]) = (~) and hence 1/Jr,o,b(l) = (~)cl~ol-1 since ~o is funda

mental (recall c = i, 1 for ~o < 0, > 0, respectively). For the same reason we find that

r 2 =112

0
1 mod4m and b =rro mod2m imply ~olb and r =;oro mod2m, and vice versa.

Thus, summing in the surn defining c.p (T, Z, ~ j 0, 1) over ~o s instead of b we can write in the

notation of the proposition

Inserting this in the last fonnula for 19
40

'''0 (7, Zj t) and summing over A' instead of A if

~o > 0, thereby noticing that A(;::) = A(-T') = -A'T', we now easily recognize the asserted

formula.

To prove (1) we write first of all for a, dEZ

c.p(7, z, z'; a, d) =
"mod 2m, ~ mod 2mj4 0 1

bliil""O mod:lm

where {) N,p for any N, p is the basic f1ll1ction

{) () '"' 21Ti( &r+.u)
N,p 7,Z = ~ e .

,EZ
,r.p mod 2N

We shall show that for all a, dEZ and for all A = (~~) E SL2 (Z)

(2)
-21Tim ( ,,7;~261 + {:~2ii ) (' + ß' , )e Q' 7 Z Z -1 ,

-[(-,-'7-+-6-'-)(-,-;::-+-6-)]-:-~ c.p ,'7 + 6' , ,'T + 6' , ,7 + 6; (a, d)M = c.p(T, Z, Z ; a, d)

where (~; ~:) = A if ~o < 0 and = (~'Y 6fJ ) otherwise. Replacing z' by ~ l(f~~t) and a, d

by 1,,18 trus then clearly implies (1).
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Now the left hand side of (2) defines an action of SL2 (Z) on functions in T, z, z' as is

easily proved. Thus to verify (2) it suffices to check it for some generators A of SL2 (Z) ,

say A = (~ ~) and A = (~ ~1
). The first case is trivially verified. To treat the second one

recall (or prove by Poisson summation)

Thus, for A = (~ ~1) the left hand side of (2) becomes

1

2cmlßol~ ,. mod 2Tn
b mod 2Tnj.o.ol
b. l' 1'0 mod 2Tn

1/Jr,-d,b(a) L
1" mod 2Tn

b l mod 2ml.o.ol

l' mod 2m, b mod 2ml.o.ol
b!:!1'1'O mod 2m

1

with c = i for ßo < 0 and = 1 otherwise. We thus have to show that

L ..pr,-d,b(a)e2 ..{r::Fioi") =..pr' ,B,b' (d)

if b' _ r'rO mod2m and = 0 otherwise. Inserting the defining formula for 1/J .•.•. (.) and

taking on both sides of the last equation the finite Fourier transform with respect to a

modulo Ißo I all culminates in the identity

1

l' mod 2m, b mod 2ml.o.ol
G mod IAol. c mod 1.0.01

b.1'TO mod 2m
1' 2.o.0=b2 -4mac mod 4ml.o.ol

(3)

= { x.>o([mal,bl':'j) if [
b=rrO mod2m and ]

r 2ß O =b2 - 4macmod4mlßol
otherwise,

This can now be proved using standard Gauss SUffi identities and we leave this to the

reader.

The proof of the corollary is the usual exersise in unfolding an integral. First of all

write, according to the formula immediately before the Corollary,
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= ~~~ (~) ~~~(T' Z')K (T' Z'·Zst)e-4Trmy
''2 Iv' V,2.

L.." L.." L.." -r ZBt'+' l .ö.o. 2 ,ro. , l

T l~l"EZ

Here we still use y and v for the imaginary parts of Z and T respectively. Furthermore Y

runs through a complete set of representatives for :J(Z)oo\:J(Z) and for each such Y we

use (T', z') = Y • (T, z), y' and v' denoting the imaginary parts of z' and T' respectively.

Thus unfolding the integral of the right hand side taken over a fundamental domain of

'H xe modulo :J(Z) with respect to the 3(Z)-invariant measure dV = dud~gxdY we obtain

the expression

But
.(r2 _.ö. r'2+ I.ö.I· )

21T I """l'm"" U+----:r.:n-- w+ r z 2' (; - i 3f'2
K. (T Z·t) = e e TrIO'.. e v.ö.,r , l

(with Cf = sign(ßo», a fundamental domain for 'H x C modulo 3(Z)oo is given by the set

{(T,AT + J-L)IO ~ u,)..,J.l ~ 1,0 < v}, and for Z = )..T + J.l one has dV = dud:~..\dJf. Thus,

carrying out the integration with respect to u and fl we obtain

"" (ßo ) 1 B C (A 2 ) -21riruleI ( )L.." L.." -Z- 1 &t tP uOS ,ros e .!II 17
1~1 "ez

where
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Observing that tt e21ti(-0'l'le+ 11"li'1) = 0 for -(78 ~ 0, and that Ct/>(ß, -r) = -Ct/>(iJr., r)

for skew-holomorphic 4> (as it is easily deduced from 4>( T, z) = (<pI* (~1 ~1)) (T, z) =
- if;(T, - Z )) we 0 btain the formula for the Fourier development of (4) IiJ~ 0, ro (', '; t)) as giyen

in the Corollary. Note that this formula shows in particular that {<pliJ ~o,ro (".; t)) is hola

morph.ic. Since we saw in section 2 that it i8 bounded by a polynomial in 17 independently

of ~ we deduce that it must even he regular at the cusps. Thus it is a modular form.

4. Proof of the Lelnma. For t = i1] one has gAgt = -At and thus f(gAgt)d(gAgt) =

-f(-AI)d(AI). Decompose f(t) as f+(t)+if-(t) with I±(t) =~ (J(t) ± fe-I)). The

modular fonns I+(t) aod f-(t) have real Fourier coefficients, i.e satisfy J±(-t) = f±(t),

aod hence f±(-AI)d(AI) = f±(At)d(At). Thus, for t = iTJ, the differential f(At)d(At) +

eJ(gAgt)d(gAgt) equals 2Re [f+(At)d(At)] + 2iRe [I_(At)d(At)] if e = -1 and equals the

same expression hut with Re replaced by Im aod multiplied by i if c = +1. We assume the

first case, the other one can he treated similarily. The assumption about f then implies

that for all A E SL2 (Z) both integrals J~oo Re [J±(At)d(At)] are absolutely convergent

and equal to zero. Thus we mayassume that f equals f+ or f -, or, more generally, that f
itself has the property that all the integrals Joioo

Re [f(At)d(At)] converge absolutely aod

equal 0, and we have to show that J(t) vanishes identically.

To prove this, consider <p(B):= Jt~toRe[f(t)d(t)] for B E ra(m) and ta E 'H. Note

that <p(B) does not depend on the choice of ta. Now let A, B E SL2 (Z) such that ABA-1 E

ro(rn), let B = ±Tnt STn2S ... Tnrs with nj E Z and T, S denoting the generators

(~ i), (~ -6) of SL2 (Z) respectively, and set Bj := ±TntSTn2S ... Tnj S, Ba := 1. Write

(ABA-1) = rBtt Re [f(At)d(At)] (t = A-lt) rBtt = rBt tt + I B2t1 + .. .+fBrtt and<p Jt t 1 0 'Jt t Jt t Bl tl B r - l tt '
J~jt:t tt Re [fe At)d(At)] = Jt~"j +t Stt Re [fe ABjt)d(ABjt)]. Note that one has Tnj +1 St l =

- t1t + nj+1. Thus, setting t l = iTJ and letting TJ tend to 0, it is easily deduced from the

assumptions about f, that ft~nj+1Stt Re [f(ABjt)d(ABjt)] ~ nj+1J(ABjioo). Here J(s),

for any rational number S or 8 = ioo, denotes the constant term in the Fourier expansions

of J(t) at the cusp 8. Summarizing, we have <p(ABA-1) = I:j:~ nj+1/(ABj ioo).

In particular, choosing B = 1 = - T STSTS in this ideotity and 0 bserving <p (1) = 0,

we obtain f(Ai~)+ f(A1) + f(AO) = 0 for all A E SL2 (Z). But this implies fes) = 0 for

any cusps s. Namely, write s = ~ with relative prime integers 0'", and choose integers

ß,6 such that 0:6 - ß, = 1. We can even choose ß, 6 such that 6 and , + 6 are prime to

m, except in the case m even and , odd, where we choose ß, 6 such that ,+ 6 is prime to

m and gcd(m, 6) = 2 (lf a given solution 6 of 06 - ß, = 1 has not these properties then
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choose an integer v such that 8 + ,V =-2, mod m' (resp. mod 2m' if m is even and , is

odd), where m' is the product of all primes of m which do not divide " and replace 8, ß
by 8 + ,v, ß - av). Setting A = (~~), we find Aioo = s, Al = ~t~, AO = ~, and, sinee

,+ 8,8 are prime to m (except for the ease ... ) the cusps Al, AO are equivalent modulo

r 0 ( m) to the eusp 0 (exeept for the ease ... where AO is equivalent to !). Thus, we have

J(s) + 2J(0) = 0 (or J(s) + J(O) +J(!) = 0 if 1n is even and , is odd). Sinee this equation

holds for any s, we now deduee that J(t) vanishes at the cusps.

Hut then we eonclude that Re [J(t)dt] induees a harmonie differential on the eOffi

pactification of r 0 ( m ) \ 1-t, whieh, by the above, satisfies ft~ tORe [J(t ) dt] = 0 for aU

B E SL2 (Z) and all to. Henee the funetion F(t) := ft t

o
Re [J(t')dt'] induees a har

monie funetion on this eompact Riemann surfaee (to prove the invarianee under ro(m),

use F(Et) = F(t) + ft: to
Re [J(t')dt'] for B E ro(m», hence F(t) is eonstant, hence

Re [J(t)dt] 0, and sinee J(t) is holomorphic, this finally implies that J(t) vanishes iden

tically.
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